Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Agents are designed to continually act upon and monitor the Multi-Agent System (MAS) Environment, interacting with it and collaborating with other agents and entities, evaluating its state, and executing actions [1, 2, 3, 4] . Research community is faced with the challenges of improving the limited visibility of agent's processing ability and behaviours that may be a result of possible mismatches between the agents' mental and implementation models. While a plethora of research done in recent years on collaborative and interoperable MAS, research reveals that there is still a long way to go before true homogenisation of agent communities can be achieved [5, 6, 8, 13] . Recently, much effort has been expended on making agents interoperate in the emerging open environments and standards. Despite this effort, this goal has still not yet been achieved as Louis and Martinez [5,6 and 8] point out. This is because the variance of agent communication and functional pragmatics introduces a certain level of mismatch and the need of flexible and adaptive interactions that promote interoperation becomes imperative. This is particularly essential when the agents from diverse platforms intend to co-exist and cooperate in mutual.
Some interdisciplinary research has stressed the potential of cognitive models studied in cognitive science as substantial means of better probing multi-agent issues, by taking into account essential characteristics of cognitive agents and their various capacities [7] . Inspired by this very approach, this paper seeks to investigate the possibility of meeting the challenges of distributed multi-agent collaboration by bringing cognitive models and theories in the agent-mediated semantic web to achieve more robust and effective architectures that facilitate distributed collaboration-be it amongst agents or between agents and humans or vice versa. The interplay between theoretical approaches of Cognitive engineering and the agent-mediated semantic web is investigated in an attempt to improve the nature of multi-agent collaboration by promoting flexibility, reuse, interoperability and shared awareness based on heuristic reasoning. After a review of the available cognitive approaches that model human activities in interaction with any system (artefacts and the environment), the Action Cycle (AC) [9, 10, 11] has been selected as the most promising approach for this research.
The cognitive perspective of the AC is adapted to provide a Cognitive Profiling Architecture for agents actions in a collaborative MAS environment. The architecture is intended to aid the designer in modelling the agent behaviour and action through a cognitive cycle. Using the principles of the proposed architecture designers can define both functional and non functional aspects of the design of an agent's interactive role in a collaborative scenario, especially focusing on the concepts of semantic and articulatory distances, as derived from AC, as mismatch between agents' goals and its functional capabilities. Architectural and knowledge-based requirements for agents to structure ontological models for cognitive profiling in order to increase cognitive awareness amongst agents. By cognitive awareness, a term coined within this research, it is intended the ability of the web agents to diagnose their processing limitations and to establish interactions with the external environment (in the form of other agents including humans and software agents) using the principles derived from the AC. This is with the aim to support users' goals in a more direct manner by providing agents that can share, discover and access each other's capabilities in a collaborative manner and are able to function dynamically and adaptively without continuous human intervention. This brings about a more effective MAS environment; where agents may delegate each other tasks and goals based on each other's awareness of abilities, behaviours and affordances thus reducing the cognitive overload incurred on humans.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the design goals and the architecture for cognitive profiling of agents, Section 3 details the Semantic Representation Model for the Cognitive Profiles of Agents. Section 4 describes the implementation and evaluation of the arechitecture. The use and rationale behind the architecture is described in Section 5 before presenting the Conclusions and directions for future work in Section 6.
ARCHITECTURE FOR COGNITIVE PROFILING
OF AGENTS
Design Goals for Cognitive Profiling of Agents
The theoretical foundations of Cognitive Models such as the Action Cycle (AC) bring about important implications in the current semantic web architectures. Traditional webservice agent architectures only allow agents to discover about each others services. However this research claims that an architecture that is inspired from cognitive models would allow the agents to develop a cognitive awareness about each other which could bring to a more effective MAS environment. 
High-Level Design of Agent Infrastructural Elements
The agent is viewed as the primary entity that interacts and functions in a MAS environment. In MAS environment the fundamental unit of agent's social ability is its interaction with other agents using messages in Agent Communication Language (ACL) [21] . Agent's Interaction is modelled to have two stages: Execution and Evaluation, each with its respective steps being managed by Execution and Evaluation Manager respectively as shown in Figure 1 . The Interaction will have some Goal i.e. the objective that needs to be achieved using the interaction. In order to successfully achieve the goals of the interaction agent will need to go through the two stages namely Execution and Evaluation. The stages of an agent interacting with a MAS environment are described such that in order to accomplish a goal, which is in turn delegated to it by a human user, the following steps are traversed by an agent: Goal Formation, Intention formation, Action specification, Execution, Perception, Interpretation and Evaluation, as in the Action Cycle(AC) [9, 10] . The essential concepts are the Gulfs of Execution and Evaluation, each arising as a result of semantic and articulatory distances (cognitive distances in general). As minimal architectural consequences, the elements necessary to achieve the design goals for the architecture through the AC Steps are shown in Figure 1 and described in Table 1 . 
A SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION MODEL FOR COGNITIVE PROFILE OF AGENTS
At the heart of the architecture is the adoption of ontology to drive the cognitive profile of agents i.e. agent is given knowledge about its constraints and affordances, its semantic and articulatory disposition. From a philosophical perspective ontology can be defined as a set of things whose existence is acknowledged by a particular theory or system [12] . Such 'things' include both types (such as the class of Agents) and individual elements (such as the agent TravelAgent). The use of ontology is also prospective in the semantic web action space, since the emerging standards enable reasoning to be carried out effectively on such models using the heuristic reasoning rules defined; agent could then be made to reason about its state of processing. Architectures that facilitate the sharing of ontologies would enable the agents to discover each other's cognitive dispositions thus improving the manner in which they interact. The issue at stake is to be able to represent the cognitive profile adequately and in a manner that can be shared among agents. The Cognitive profile is therefore implemented as an Ontology in OWL, with OWL-DL (Description Logics) as basis of representation of the profile parameters and properties. Being an emergent standard, OWL-DL ensures that the model caters for a more open community. Ontologies have been recognised by the research community as a -model of expressing the knowledge model for agents e.g. by the recent research of [13] .
Conceptual Model for Agents' Cognitive Profile Ontological Model
A generic conceptual model, with objects and properties of the ontological model to be implemented in order to enable shared cognitive profiling of agents is shown in 
OWL Model for Cognitive Profile of Agent
The conceptual model is developed using the Protégé Ontology editor to generate OWL Ontology. Table 2 shows all the objects and properties that are part of the cognitive profile OWL model. 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ARCHITECTURE
Protégé ontology editor and Protégé OWL API [23, 24, 25] have been used for knowledge modelling, and the OWL ontology [27, 28] for knowledge representation. The Jena library was used for knowledge and data manipulation, for querying and accessing cognitive profiles and the JADE agent system [16, 17] was used for real implementation of the communication scenario. The high-level architecture was evaluated using implementation of a travel planning scenario -customized adaptation from the vision of travel planning agents presented by [14] and later developed by [15] . The top level functional goals of the demonstration Semantic representation mechanism needed that enables the agents to discover and find out about each others cognitive distances, semantic and articulatory dispositions, capabilities, affordances and constraints. For making the cognitive profile available to agents
An Encoding Mechanism
For encoding the constructs of the cognitive profiles i.e. the distances, affordances etc.
A Heuristic Reasoning Mechanism
For making the agents reason about the parameters of the cognitive profile both internal to their architecture and external in their environment application are as follows: The Multi-Agent based application is aimed to use cognitively modelled agents to solve travel problems given by a user. The agents will Extract, filter and store information automatically from the semantic web using other agents. The system aims to use the same information that the user could find if he wish planning the travel himself. Cognitive Sharing of different kinds of abilities is to be demonstrated to gain efficiency in the problem solving task. The agents are simulated to reuse each others capacities, behaviours and offer affordances to each other. Agents closely work according to the user's characteristics, and functions based on the ultimate goals obtained from the user profile and adapt their functional behaviour according to the learned user preferences.
Reuse Mechanisms employed: The Behaviour API and Interaction Protocol API of JADE [16, 17] are used to model the Agent's Actions, or an Action Plan. ACL Messages are used as representations for Intentions and perceptions. An agent is simulated in such a way that it is given runtime capability to change its behaviour, and dynamically change profile so as to demonstrate the power and potential of the Cognitive Profile Ontological Model.
Improved Cognitive Awareness: The provision of cognitive profile as shared knowledge base serves as means to increase the cognitive awareness for agents since they can not only reason about their own cognitive distances, they can also access and query other agents' cognitive profiles allowing them to adaptively refine their interactions in attempt to achieve their goals in a collaborative manner.
Dynamic Sharing Mechanisms for Cognitive Profiles
The cognitive profile ontology is central to representing the knowledge for agents. The elements of the cognitive profile ontology serve to represent the shared knowledge base of agents through which agents' cognitive awareness will be enhanced. The cognitive profiles are designed to simulate an environment such that some agents are limited in certain capabilities, while others are equipped with them in a complementary manner to facilitate interoperability, resuse and adaptive collaboration based on enhanced cognitive awareness.
Mechanism for Publishing Agents' Cognitive
Profiles: Agents have automated, built in mechanism, such that as soon as they are created their profile is registered in the Shared Repository, or shared knowledge model. This has been achieved using the Protege OWL API [25] in combination with JenaOWLModel [18] . Using the API, the shared OWL model is accessed and updated by writing and saving the owl model. The process of publishing an agent's profile in the shared knowledge base is illustrated in Figure  2 . It is assumed that the Cognitive Profile Knowledge Model is known at the design time, and is embedded by the designer. The defined elements of the profile are dynamically written into the profile upon agents' creation and removed upon its non existence or deletion or killing. Certain elements may be asserted at runtime. 
Mechanism for Accessing the Shared Cognitive Profile Knowledge Base:
There is no standardised way of accessing an OWL based shared knowledge base at the moment. However within the Semantic Web vision it could be assumed that: The ontologies are available within a network -they may have different access rights -but given an agent, it would have access to certain ontologies i.e the Cognitive Profile Ontology in this case. The Semantic Web would need to be indexed in order to be searchable. In the current Web search engines index the Web. In the Semantic Web there may be similar intermediaries. Here, the Cognitive Profile Mediator Agent (shown in Figure 2 ) plays this role of an intermediary. If an agent wanted to obtain specific information and/or execute specific behaviour, it would need to query the semantic engine/intermediary to obtain the results (e.g., a list of sources that could supply the information/behaviour), Select among the sources returned, Combine and orchestrate the queries/invocations to the chosen sources and Receive and aggregate the results.
Taking above considerations into account, it is assumed that all agents may or may not have full knowledge of the Cognitive Profile Ontologies. It is also assumed that for the sake of simplicity, that there is only once centralized knowledge base (ontology) in which all agents' cognitive profiles are maintained. In reality however it is unrealistic that an agent would be aware of a resource unless it has been previously indexed by some intermediary. A hybrid approach has been adapted. Some agents have public/open access to the cognitive profile. Those who do not will be able to do so using the Cognitive Profile Mediator Agent to get the required profiles. SPARQL [26] has been used to query the ontology since JENA enables querying an ontology with SPARQL. For instance if an agent wants to find another agent with a desired cognitive profile, it uses the Query Creator to pass their desired query to the Cognitive Profile Mediator Agent, which uses the Cognitive Profile Engine (shown in Figure 2 ) which in turn uses JenaOWLModel to find the QuerySolution in the form of Resources and Literals. The results obtained from the CP Knowledge Base are interpreted and filtered using the Cognitive Profile Engine and returned to the respective agents.
Implementation Details of Heuristic Reasoning Mechanisms

Abstract Heuristic Reasoning Mechanism for Agents:
To bridge the gulfs of execution and evaluation, agent must have some heuristic reasoning mechanism built into its architecture, such that given a shared cognitive profile is available, it should be able to reason on the knowledge present in it to aid the agent's processing and help bridge the gulfs of execution and evaluation through collaboration or other means. The important considerations are with regards to the representation, discovery and reasoning of the cognitive distances. Rules generate advice by defining the combination of agent knowledge, action stages, distances, abilities/capabilities, and affordances.
Pre-Classification Of Cognitive Profiles Using
Reasoner A Reasoner may be invoked e.g. Racer to preclassify agent's semantic and articulatory disposition with respect to certain scenarios. Agents are classified into subclasses based on necessary and sufficient conditions defined. This allows for richer cognitive awareness. Rules may be implemented as necessary and sufficient condition in the protégé owl ontology and the reasoner can pre-classify agents based on their capabilities etc. JENA Reasoner or any other reasoner may also be used [18] .
SWRL-JESS Rule Based Reasoning:
The Ontology is queried using the SPARQL Query language [26] . These rules are implemented in SWRL [22] using the Protégé SWRL Plugin [24] . Rules are defined to reason about agent's cognitive mental states and Semantic and Articulatory disposition. Facts may be asserted at run time and reasoning carried out using an expert system such as JESS (Java Expert System Shell) [19, 20] . A derivative of it such as OWLJessKB [30] may also be used. A small scenario using some SWRL Rules in combination with JESS Bridge has been used to demonstrate this. Any explicit reasoning mechanism may be used. The dynamic assertion also comes into play especially when reasoning about the agents semantic and aritculatory disposition in its execution and evaluation stages.
THE USE AND RATIONALE BEHIND COGNITIVE PROFILING OF AGENTS
The framework is intended to aid the designer in modelling the agent behaviour and action through a cognitive cycle. The cognitive distance models allows for limitations in agents semantic capabilities and affordances be identified and maintained in a cognitive profile which can then be shared with other agents. Agents that normally exist are pre-defined in their attributes and capabilities and can only perform the functions they perform. If the mental models of agents were to map with each other, using this model, their capabilities could in return complement each other. Agents may delegate each other tasks and goals based on each other's awareness of abilities. So less cognitive overload is incurred on humans. Modelling the agent's interaction using the action cycle, identifying the gulfs of evaluation and execution through the cognitive distances (semantic and articulatory) allows gaps to be identified, providing for a more robust design of agent applications. The cognitive modelling of the agent's execution model allows for a more dynamic, pro-active and vibrant design, one that is able to adapt to the user goals to a varying degree. An important implication of Cognitive Profiling Architecture is towards developing agents whose intrinsic capabilities and architecture facilitate interoperation amongst heterogenous agents. Agents are able to carry out cognitively aware communication and collaboration with each other. Agents are not only able to cognitively describe, publish and access their services but also capabilities, affordances and distances/constraints in an agent's internal structure allowing for a more dynamic and adaptive behaviour of agents on the semantic web. Thus the enhanced cognitive awareness improves the level of negotiation and collaboration between agents
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
The implications of cognitive models adapted from Cognitive sciences are presented in this paper within a semantic web enabling infrastructure and provided an infrastructure for agents, including abstract and discrete models for Cognitive Profiling and Heuristic Reasoning. The application not only validates the architecture but also illustrates the adaptive coordination of different agents acting as owners in heterogenous and dynamically changing environments. The results of the evaluation show an improved flexibility, interoperability and reusability of agents' collective behaviours and goals. Thus, it establishes the Cogntive Profiling Architecture for agents as a step forward in providing the next generation of Semantic Web, a successful framework of multi-agent collaboration, which is inevitably required for generating robustly engineered agents able to carry out spontaneous and adaptive collaboration based on cognitive awareness of their environment and infrastructure.
The abstract architecture presented here opens new doors of research. With the core framework in place the natural next step in its expansion is the specialised enhancement towards a more rigorous definition of different levels and variations of cognitive profile and its parameters. Identifying the best level of detail for functionally decomposing each task or intention and applying it consistently is difficult. A serious issue in making this model work on a larger scale will be ensuring the standardization for the interoperability. Issues of Ontology learning [31] , Ontology alignment and mapping (as highlighted in works by [32, 33] ) also become important for standardization and homogenization purposes. Standardization of cognitive profile for agents will be another issue foreseen if this model were to work successfully, but with rich semantic model of OWL and RDF will allow for standardization to be achieved. However it provides substantial stimulus for future research.
